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Research purposes:

* The purposes

Find out shortcomings in the efficiency of using capital at the Railway Construction Corporation Joint Stock Company, thereby proposing some possible solutions to improve the utilization of capital.

* The research

✓ Systematize the theoretical issues on the business capital and the efficiency of business capital utilization in the enterprise.

✓ Analyze and evaluate the situation effectiveness of business capital utilization at Railway Construction Corporation Joint Stock Company in recent years.

✓ Proposes a number of solutions to improve the efficiency of business capital utilization at the Railway Construction Corporation Joint Stock Company in the next few years.

New contributions:

✓ The thesis evaluate the situation to point out the shortcomings in the management and use of business capital of the Railway Construction Corporation Joint Stock Company in recent years.

✓ Based on the fundamental theoretical analysis, assessing the situation and development orientation in the near future, the thesis proposes a number of solutions to improve efficiency of using the business capital of the Railway Construction Corporation Joint Stock Company.